1-800-GET-TESTED® Voice Message Script

Thank you for calling 1-800-GET-TESTED®
Our mission is to provide accurate and valuable health and wellness testing
information to consumers.
1-800-GET-TESTED® has been your trusted source for weight loss testing
information and referrals for over 20 years.
If you’ve tried non-medical weight loss programs in the past and experienced
disappointing results or only short-term success, medically-guided weight loss
may be an excellent option for you.
Most clinical weight loss providers will require certain laboratory tests
in order to develop a personalized weight management plan for you.
Your weight management provider may give you a lab order that you can
take to a clinical laboratory for the testing, but some providers will give you
a list of the tests you’ll need and ask you to go to your primary care provider
for the lab order.
In either case, if you don’t have health insurance coverage for clinical laboratory
services, or if you have some coverage but your deductible or copayment for
those services would be too high, we have some very good news for you.
You can order the testing you need online at extremely discounted prices
by entering ORDERaTEST.com into your web browser.
ORDERaTEST.com will take you to the Health Labs website where you’ll
not only be able to order the tests you need, you will also be able to choose
from over 4,500 conveniently located laboratory patient service centers in
the United States.
So if you’d like to take advantage of this exceptional opportunity to receive
the highest quality clinical laboratory services at amazingly low prices with
free before and after test support, simply log on to…

ORDERaTEST.com
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PLEASE NOTE
First time callers who call 1-800-GET-TESTED ® from a text-enabled device currently receive the
following text message as soon as the call disconnects:

Thanks for calling! Log on to ORDERaTEST.com to access the highest quality
laboratory testing at amazingly low prices with free before and after test support.
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